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good ones...
First up was Tree Spiced Mid-Winter Ale (6.5% ABV) An annual
treat - dark auburn / chestnut colour, clean, mildy carbonated, tan
head with minor lacing. Spicy nose: vanilla, nutmeg, cinnamon ...
nice, long finish. Next up,
Achouffe N'ice (10% ABV) Pours out dark brown colour, topped
by a tall cinnamon head that slowly settles to a thick frothy cap.
Potent aroma of dates and raisins & dark sweet malt. Flavour
profile includes some dark dried fruits & some very mild phenolics.
Medium-bodied mouthfeel, smooth and silky slick, a bit thinner
than one would expect, but certainly suits this complex brew.
Gouden Carolus Christmas Ale (10.5% ABV)
A strong dark ruby-red beer of character. Brewed at the end of
August, it rests for several months to obtain a optimal balance in
taste and flavours. Specific herbs are added in the different stages

Looking For a Date?

of the brewing process. Three different kinds of hops, and 6

Choose your beer wisely?

different kind of herbs and spices make this Christmas beer a

by Jason Foster

special classic.

Treasurer's Report
Book Review:

Corey Clayton and Jake Huzel also provided their own Winter
Warmers and Terry Oliver served up a nice Brown Ale.
Clare Stanfield added to the Christmas atmosphere with her

Don Russell's 'Christmas Beer'

mincemeat tarts (see recipe in this issue) and Jarret Hoebers also

by Michael Nazarec

brought sweet treats; a Spiced Cake that inspired him to make his

New Brews Reviews
TOP TEN of 2008
fezz's picks and pics

20

The Tasting Style was Winter Warmers, and there were a few

Entry Guidelines

by fezz
19

Corey Clayton gave a presentation on All Grain Brewing,

Competition Rules and

by Brian Read
18

everyone went home with something different.

extract brewing to All Grain

Golden Elixirs
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favourite comercial beer) that was exchanged with others, so that

by fezz

by Clare Stanfield

12

Exchange". Everyone brought a special brew of their own (or a

highlighting specifics to be aware of as you jump from kit and

by Graham Sanders
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was the pre-Christmas meeting, which included a "Xmas Beer

WR Imperial IPA Review

Belgian Candy Sugar
8

A good tum out marked the Dec. 3rd meeting at Wild Rose. This

Back Page

Winter Warmer.

JanuaryMeeting
Minutes &
Tasting Notes
Forty members braved the elements to attend our fisrt meeting of

Our Beer Tasting Style at this meeting featured Belgian and

the new year on January 14. and we have 45 members at the

French Ales (Specifically, Wit, Saison, and Bierre de Garde).

present time, including 8 new members and 37 previous

First up, a perrenial favourite: Blanche de Chambly, that

members who have renewed their memberships. There was much

delicious and delicately balanced Belgian style Wit beer from

business at hand to be done: memberships were renewed and we
welcomed half a dozen NEW members to our club. Tickets were
available for our Awards Gala Dinner on Feb. 21, 2009 - and
25% were sold right away. Also available for the first time, our
very stylish CowTown Yeast WRangler T-shirts. They come in
black, white and charcoal grey, various sizes, short & long
sleeves. Many were sold that night, but we have lots left, and
they will be available at upcoming meetings. Also, BYOB

Unibroue in Quebec. Although cold and snowy outside, this
summery offering was paired with a delightfully tasty cold
cucumber soup, prepared by Clare Stanfield - very light but
quite flavourful, putting everyone's taste buds at least in the
direction of warmer temperatures. Clare also provided a lovely
Mundare garlic sausage, atop cream cheese on toast,
as a nibbler to go with the next two more robust beers:
Palm Belgian Pale Speciale (5.4%) a fruity, full beer with a

Magazine subscriptions were collected for the special club rate.

fine bitter sweet balance, rich in mineral, softly hopped and the

Darren Bender gave a brief talk on our plans for running a

always wonderful,

BJCP exam. We will attempt to schedule an examination in

Saison Dupont (6.5%) hazy goldenlblond with a soft,

mid-November of2009. We will try to set up a formal course,

one-finger bright white head; floral, yeasty, dirty, earthy. Sort

possibly to be held on Saturdays or evenings, starting in

of spicy, a lot of unexpected yeast complexity.

September. Before this, we will prepare some preparatory
material to allow people to begin self-study. They will likely
be held from 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. at the brewery on days our club
meets, beginning in March.
Our guest speaker was the dynamic beer enthusiast,
Dave Gingrich, who is the beer manager at Willow Park
Wines and Spirits (one of our club sponsors). He talked
enthusiastically about beer and beer marketing, and also told
us about some upcoming events at Willow Park:

Then came the Malheur Dark Brut (12%), generously

1. BEER A: All about the Craft Brewing Market (Feb. 18)

donated by Dave Gingrich of Willow Park. It pours deep

2. HOPS NOUVEAUX: A sit-down blind tasting and

brown with a nice thick foamy head, great retention and some

comparison ofIPAs (Wed., March 18)

lacing. A nose of sweet barley malt is very enticing, nicely

3. BELGIAN BEER AND CHEESE: In collaboration with

balanced dark maltiness, notes of caramel. Full body with

the Springbank Cheese Company (Wed., April 15)

great carbonation.

Thanks, Dave, for a stimulating presentation!

As well, Jake Ruzel provided his delicious and full bodied

Dave also allowed an informal Q & A and a talked a bit on his

Winter Warmer (8.4%) Wow! Looking forward to see how

travels in Belgium and his devoltion to hoppiness, which

this does in our competition next month! Corey Clayton

provided a nice segue to taste the first beer of the evening: the

brought in his Saint Cerevisiae Belgian Pale Ale (6.2%),

only just released that day Imperial IPA from Wild Rose.

a very clean, crisp and clearly a contender itself. Great
carbonation for the style, sweet malty notes and fruity tones,
long, silky finish.

As of this printing half of the tickets for our Yeast WRangler
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Homebrew Roundup Gala Awards Dinner on February 21,
2009 are more than already half sold out!
So, get yourself down to the Taproom and see Dave Neilly or
see you at the February 4th meeting, where we anticipate the
remaining tickets will go!
Also a reminder to those planning on submitting enteries - all fees
and entries must be in by 12 noon on February 13th, 2009.

Wild Rose Imperial I.P.A.
(8.5 % ABV)
Friday, January 16th, 2009 marked the release of the
Wild Rose first seasonal of 2009, their big and
marvelous IMPERIAL I.P.A. And what a big beer
Dave pours the forst round of Wild Rose Imperial IPA

this is! A spicy hop nose slowly grows as the beer
warms up, then swirls around the palate like a
whirling devervish, complex and layered. But the
sweet malt still comes through on the tip of the
tongue, balancing this full bodied golden ambroisia.
Same day - 4 pm, the release of an unfiltered Cask
Conditioned and additionally dry-hopped version of
the Wild Rose IMPERIAL I.P.A. And what a
diffrerent beer this is! Bigger nose, more of a
grapefruit pucker in the hop spectrum, big base malts,
full bodied, slightly cloudy, slightly stiller, long
lingering finish. Delicious! The Cask was gone in 37
minutes. The bar was full and a chinook happened to
roll in that same day, which allowed the huge crowd
in the Taproom that afternoon to spill out onto the
patio, after staff cleared away almost two feet of
snow.
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Saint Cerevisiae
Golden Strong Ale
Recipe by Corey Clayton

FORGOTTEN ENGLISH
Three-threads
A corruption of three-thirds, [it] denoted a draught,
once popular, made up of a third each of ale, beer and
"two-penny", in contradiscinction to "half-and-half".
This beverage was superseded in 1722 by the very

Grain Bill

similar porter, or "entire".

12 lbs (5.5 kg) Canada Malting Superior Pilsen Malt

- Robert Chambers' Encyclopedia, 1874

3 lbs (1.4 kg) White table sugar (add to boil)
Half common ale, and the rest stout or double beer.
- Mash at 148 F (64 C) for 90 minutes with 18 L of

- B .E.' s Dictionary ofthe Catering Crew, 1699

water.
- Batch Sparge with 18 L of water.

[Porter] was last brewed in the British Isles in Dublin

- Collect 29 L.

in 1973. The last draughts of the brew were consumed,
in true Irish style, at a wake for Porter, which was held

Boil for 90 minutes with a single hop addition for

in a country pub near Belfast in May of that year. The

bittering (~35 IBU, Saaz, Styrian Goldings,

mourners wore black bowlers, downed the porter, and

Hallertauer). I added 1 ounce Columbus [not really to

consigned its container in a coffin draped in "Guinness

style] (12.2 AA%) for 70 minutes. 20.5 L post boil.

Black."
- Michael Jackson's The World Guide to Beer, 1977

Chill wort to 68 F (20 C) and pitch appropriate
amount and type of yeast. I pitched a 2 litre starter of

Lant

Wyeast 1388 - Belgian Strong Ale. Ferment at 68 F

Stale urine. (Sidney Addy's Glossary ofSheffield

(20 C) or warmer.

Words, 1888)
To leint ale, to put urine into it to make it strong. (John

Technical Details:
O.G. 1.085

Ray's North Country Words, 1691)

F.G. 1.010

efficiency 80%

Feast Eve of St Barbara (December 3), a patroness

apparent attenuation 88%

of brewers.

IBU35

The "style" and flavour of beer were effected during

ABV 9.9%

the brewing process by the concentration of lant, and
the results were known accordingly as single- or
double-Ianted ale. Lant was mentioned in a number of
17th century plays, including The Marriage Broker
(1662): "My hostess' takings will be very small
although her lanted ale be neere so strong." Henry
Glapthorne's comedy, Wit in a Constable (1640)
contained an old belief about Iant' s effects on the skin:
"Your nose, by its complexion, does betray your
frequent drinking of country ale with lant in't."

From Forgotten English 2008, by Jeffery Kacirk

I
Generally we craft brewers tend to shy away from using sugar

Now any good cook will tell you there are certain temps you

instead of malt. Mter all, it wasn't originally used at all in the

boil sugar water at for different lollies. Basically, this is the

making of beer. And if we do use sugar, it's dextrose (corn

temperature that the boiling syrup will reach as the water

sugar) in preference to sucrose (cane sugar). But for every rule

evaporates concentrating the sugar and hence raising the boiling

there always seems to be an exception, and so it is in Belgium

point of the solution.

where sugar is as much a part of many beers as malt and hops.
Anyone who eventually explores how to make these beers will

So let's say you want to make 500 grams of candy sugar. You

come across the main sugar they use - candy sugar. So, what is

weigh 500 g of white sugar and into a small pot. Add enough

it and how to make it, because you will not easily get Belgian

water to make thick syrup. Add a pinch of citric acid (I will

candy sugar in Australia.

explain why later). Now bring to a boil and keep the
temperature between hard ball and soft crack (127-135 QC). As

Now, for those who don't know, this region produces a wide

evaporation will cause the temperature to rise, have a small

variety of beers, probably the most diverse range of beers

amount of water and add a tablespoon every now and then.

anywhere in the world. They include Belgian Strong Ales,
Abby and Trappist beers, including Dubbels and Trippels, and

The colour will gradually change from clear to light amber to

Biere de Gardes. All these beers have one thing in common -

deep red as the boil proceeds. Light candy sugar is a very light

they are strong (high gravity beers). Well above 6% abv, they

pee colour (yes, that type of pee). This can take only 15

can even go above 10% v/v. But these beers are very popular,

minutes. Dark candy sugar is very deep red. This can take

one reason being that they are very easy drinking. If they were

hours. Once you are at the colour you desire (and a lot of that is

made out of all malt, they would be 'thick and heavy', like an

on taste), you let the temp go to hard crack (150 QC). Once it

old fashioned stout. But they are as light in body as a normal

hits hard crack, turn off the heat and pour it into some

beer, due to the substitution of some of the malt with sugar.

greaseproof paper. As it cools it will go rock hard. I then put it

This adds alcohol but no body to the beer.

in the freezer until I'm ready to use it.

So, Belgian brewers use sugar in beer making, and they use
sucrose, ordinary white cane sugar that is so frowned upon in

Now why add citric acid? This is to 'invert' some of the sugar.

general in this hobby. But the difference is, they do not use

Simply put, cane sugar (sucrose) is made up of two other sugars

plain white sugar like you buy from the supermarket. The sugar

(glucose and fructose) joined together. Yeast must spend time

is processed to make candy sugar. And candy sugar has a

and effort breaking the joining bonds to allow them to get at the

number of effects on a beer. It has been caramelised, and this

simple sugars they need for metabolism. This can also be done

gives nice complex flavours, including a nice sweet edge, a

chemically in an acid environment with heat. The citric acid

distinct aroma, and most importantly, a dense mousse-like head

supplies the acid, and the heat is there when you make the

that is so characteristic of Belgian beers.

candy sugar. Invert sugar tastes a bit sweeter than regular
sucrose. This is all just so easy there is no reason not to give it a

Now, how to make it. Well you need a good high temperature

try. It will make your Belgian beers really special.

thermometer. Mercury thermometers that go up to 350 C will
Q

be very accurate, but are clumsy to use, and can easily break as

Citric Acid is a very easy product to find. All supermarkets

you plunge them in and out of a hot sugar solution. Spilt

stock it, in the spices section, and it can be used for pH

mercury is not something you really want to have to deal with.

adjustments as well.

Still they do work. But I have found the proper candy
thermometers that clip on the side of the pot are ideal. You get
them from kitchen supply shops and they cost only about $10.

Reprinted from oz.craftbrewer.org by Graham Sanders
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The fatter of the two
thermometers is a candy
thermometer. These are
specifically designed for
boiling sugary liquids. It
has an outter and inner case
so you can handle it, and
very big numbers so its
easy to read, plus it can clip
to the side of a pot. Much
better than the mercury
thermometer on the right of
the picture.

* Soft Ball
* Hard Ball
* Soft Crack
* Hard Crack

----

* 115°C
* 127°C
* 135°C
* 150°C

The terms refer to how the sugar will
behave on cooling.

CANINE TAPROOM

A new relese from Sapporo - chocolate Bitter. Yummmm ...
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I still use her old scale, along with an equally ancient
grinder that Mum found in an antique shop years ago
and bought for me. I think of her every time I haul it
out!
A word on equipment: If you want to make this
mincemeat recipe, all I can say is get a good grinder -

.....

_--------~~

by Clare Stanfield

this is key. Food processors chop rather than grind, so
if you use one of those, the consistency will be all

Mincemeat is one of those traditional foods that many

wrong and consistency is key to good mincemeat.

people approach with caution, if not outright

Most grinders come with multiple plates, choose the

suspicion ("is there meat in it?").

one with the biggest holes.

Personally, I think it's just misunderstood. I also think

If you don't have a weigh scale, borrow one. Because

mincemeat's reputation has been wrecked by

I have Mum's old scale, I've never bothered to

commercial production. In my humble opinion,

convert the pound quantities to cups, so you'll need a

commercial mincemeats tend to be too runny, too

scale that shows the old imperial measurements.

sweet and way over-spiced. A really good mincemeat,
like just about anything else, is best when it's

Mincemeat: Ingredients

homemade.
2 lb. cooking apples (peeled and cored)
My recipe comes from British cookbook called Home

1 lb. raisins

Cookery Illustrated that, judging by the paper quality

1 lb. sultanas

and the pen and ink illustrations, was published

1 lb. currants

sometime in the 1940s. It was my mum's, and it's

1 lb. sugar

stuffed with all sorts of newspaper recipe clippings

1 lb. suet

from the '70s, recipe booklets from the Greater

juice of three lemons

Winnipeg Gas Company and the like. Measurements

1 nutmeg

are given in pounds, ounces, gills and pints and if you
ever want to know how to skin a rabbit, or pluck and

What you do

draw a hen, there are some beautiful illustrations to
show you.

Put all the fruit through the grinder together (I chuck
all the dried fruit in a big bowl and mix it up, then

My mother quickly tuned into my interest in cooking

push a handful of it through with quarters of apple to

and got me into the kitchen when I was quite young to

keep the auger moving smoothly). Mix the ground

help her out. Making the Christmas puddings and

fruit with suet and sugar (you'll need a large container

mincemeat every year was a special time for us. She'd

for this - bigger than your biggest mixing bowl, that's

haul out her weigh scale - a fulcrum type with lead

for sure). Stir in lemon juice and grate fresh nutmeg to

weights (a wedding present) and old plated cast iron

taste (I generally use about three-quarters of a whole

hand grinder, the kind that comes with a vice to bolt it

nutmeg).

to the table, and we'd get measuring and grinding.

Store finished mincemeat in glass jars in the fridge.
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I jill about three one-litre mayonnaise jars with this
recipe. It's a lot ofmincemeat, I know, but I bake for
everyone at Christmas! If the jars are well sealed, it
will keep in the fridge for quite a long time.

whole nutmeg and grating it with a proper nutmeg
grater. Both are cheap and whole nutmeg stores
well. If you find you have to use the pre-ground
stuff in a jar, use two to three teaspoons, which is
the equivalent of one whole nutmeg.

Notes from the trenches
Apples: You can use any variety of apple you like. I
usually go for Macintosh apples because they're quite
tart, and somewhere between 8 and 10 of those comes
out to two pounds, once they're peeled and cored.
Granny Smith's would work well, too. Definitely
choose something tart.
Suet: Suet can easily be found during the holiday
season in the frozen meat section of most grocery
stores. You'll need to get two packages as one is too
far short of a pound to get away with it. There will be
left over, but if you tightly seal it up and put it way in
the back of the freezer, you can use it next Christmas.
It answers the question about whether there is meat in
mincemeat. It's fat, rather than meat, but it's fat that
comes specifically from around the kidneys and, when
cooked, becomes a clear liquid. If this grosses you out,
just remember that up until 2007, a certain fast food
chain represented by a clown cooked its fries in beef
tallow - and you probably gummed those back happily
enough! Why? Because animal fat tastes good.
In finished mincemeat, however, you don't taste
anything beefy at all. The dominant flavours come
from the fruit, the suet melts and keeps everything
moist and my guess is it stops the fruit from burning
when it's cooked. If you just can't get your head
around it, there are vegetable-based suets.
Nutmeg: Nutmeg trees are tropical evergreens, the
seeds of which provide the wonderful spice. If you
want the full flavour, it is definitely worth buying

Mixed peel: I don't use it, but some people really
like it in mincemeat. If you want to add it, the
recipe calls for % of a pound.
To make mince tarts
If you're making your own pastry, make sure the
tart bottoms aren't too thin when you roll it out. But
don't go too thick, either, or the tarts are rather dry
to eat. Use biscuit cutters to make tops and bottoms,
making sure the tops are smaller.
Mincemeat doesn't expand too much in the oven, so
fill the tart shells roughly three-quarters full then
top with a pastry lid. I usually snip the lids with a
sharp pair of scissors, more for decoration that to let
steam out, then brush the lids with a little milk to
help them brown.
Bake in the middle of the oven at 350. They take a
surprisingly long time to cook: 30 to 40 minutes.
They're done when the tops are browned a bit and if
you slide a tart out, the bottom should be nicely
coloured. Cool them thoroughly on a rack.
Warm them up again in a low oven before serving.
If you like, use a sieve to sprinkle a little icing sugar
over them once they're warm - very pretty!

by Clare Stanfield

by Jamie BurJa
There are a lot of reasons for a westerner to dislike
Ontario, but beer isn't one of them. We've now spent two
articles on the province and we can spend a good two more.
We left our readers in the GTA (Greater Toronto Area) and
with flurried anticipation. Will we go west? North? Well no,
we went south, toward the Niagara Peninsula.

Falls and after we took in some War of 1812 sites, the three
of us found Niagara's Best Beer brewery. Located in
downtown 8t. Catharine's, http://www.niagarasbestbeer.com!
Niagara's Best offers my and Jason's favourite, Niagara's
Best Lager and Joy's fave, Blonde. The company does a
great job marketing the blonde as Marilyn Monroe in a bottle
and seeing as how I'm too young to have known her, I can

The three of us have lived in a number of areas in this

only assume she tasted as good.

vast and beer loving country and Niagara is one of myoid
haunts. As far as Ontario beer is concerned, this direction
from Toronto houses some of the best new beers the nation
has to offer. As you head south down the QEW from
Mississauga, you don't have to travel more than 30 minutes
before you're in the heart of Niagara. We chose to go all the
way to the end of Ontario before starting to make our way
back up.

One of the pub highlights of the trip came right
across the street from Niagara's Best, the Merchant Ale
House, http://www.merchantalehouse.ca/. While we were
in Niagara's Best, we chatted with the Assistant Brew
Master about the difficulties microbrews have in Ontario with
The Beer Store. You see, this beer retail store is the major
outlet for beer sales in the province; it was developed after
prohibition and has long outlasted its need. All in all, a

The Niagara region has some newer microbreweries
that are really making their marks in the province. We
started by touring the wine country region of
Niagara-on-the-Lake and Vineland and came across Taps
Brewery (and some pretty good wine, too).
http://www.tapsbeer.ca/Taps is relatively small and only
started up in 2004, but they are making their water mark in a
wine dominated region. While we were there we asked why it
was so difficult to find the brewery. That answer was simply
that the Niagara region is so reliant on the wineries for
tourism that it is very difficult for any other business to
advertise. Luckily we were determined and I understand now
that this has levelled some and Taps' advertising signs are
more prevalent.
Taps only brew a few beers and the highlight for Joy
was the Premium Lager which uses spicier cascade hops.
Jason enjoyed the Red Cream Ale and I was a fan of the
seasonal Vanilla Wheat; I know a little unlike me. One
interesting seasonal they produce is a beer that sits in used
wine barrels, a wine flavoured beer seasonal. Great for the
region, and a great twist for a niche brewery.
The city of 8t. Catharine's is attached to Niagara

separate store for only beer sounds like a magical
wonderland, but when it is owned almost 50-50 by Molson
and Labatt (a small percentage is owned by Sleeman, I
mean Sapporo), then which beers do you think get the good
shelf space?
Anyway, this wasn't the only time this concern came up in
our Ontario travels, but it became one of the most impactful
because as we finished up at the brewery we headed to the
Merchant Ale House for a couple of more beer.
In our travels we were lucky to hit many breweries,
but unfortunately we could not hit them all and pubs like this
became great alternatives. Like, C'est What in Toronto, The
Merchant Ale House is a brewpub that not only promotes its
own beers, but also the beers oflocal microbrews. The
Merchant Ale House offers The Old Time Hockey dark
ale, which was a very flavourful beer, as well as the
Drunken Monkey Oatmeal Stout, a good pick from Jason.
Joy was on a bit of Wheat Ale kick at the time and the pub
served a good one, along with an IPA, a Blonde and an
English Bitter.
This pub was a good find.
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who graciously offered us some sample tastings. Well as
we've stated before, it's all about the beer inner circle and
when we name dropped the former brew master of Upper
Canada, we were in. Turns out the bartender (oh, and
original owner) was a protege of this other brew master,
whom we will fully explain about in another article. Once
We couldn't have been more than 4 or 5 pints in

the connection was made, the beer and the food started

when who walks through the door but the very same

flowing. Trafalgar offers a great variety of beers. While

assistant brew master. Well, once he sat down with us, and

the Harbour Gold Pilsner and Portside Amber may be

continued the conversation of the plight of Ontario craft

their best sellers, Jason was a big fan of the Elora Irish

beer, the pints increased, the conversation became more

Ale, though he had only one. I typically enjoyed the

political and the cab ride home more expensive.

Paddy's Irish Red Lager as Joy did the Celtic Ale. Now
while we tasted, it was explained to us that all the food at

OK, so we needed a couple of recovery days in

the pub was made with their beer and that they had a

Niagara, but once we moved on, we found some more great

seasonal on that we should try. We had a inkling of things

brews. Leaving Niagara, north, you find yourself in

when we first pulled up and the sign on the road said

Burlington/Oakville, home of both Trafalgar and

"Strongest Beer Around". While we were plowing

Nickelbrook. Nickelbrook, or Better Bitters, as they like

through our beer based stew, we were served what

to be called, was a very hospitable place that toured us

Trafalgar calls the koruptor. It is a very high alcohol

around and offered us some fantastic tastings. We were

triple and while Joy and I sipped ours and enjoyed our

even privileged to be treated to their new wheat beer with

stew, Jason excused himself from the bar. Twenty minutes

extra coriander that wasn't even finished yet. Along with

later Joy suggested that I check on Jason and as I knocked

their Ale, Pilsner and organic lines of beers, Nickelbrook

on the bathroom door, the only response I got was, "the

offered my pick, their Scotch Ale, Jason's pick, the Apple

koruptor corrupted me - I don't like it."

Porter and Joy had a nationalistic love of their Maple
Porter. This brewery is doing some great innovative
things.

Jason found his way back to the bar, but I had
never seen a man so flush and sweaty just trying to choke
down a beer. Need less to say, this experience hindered our

Well before leaving the area you should run into

beer tasting for a couple of days and has turned Jason off of

Oakville and run into Trafalgar,

triples, perhaps for life.

http://www.alesandmeads.com!. We walked into the small

So that's the Golden Horseshoe on a quick tour and, of

brewery which is literally right off the highway and is a

course, there are more breweries we could not get to in one

tiny little tap room and brewery. We weren't expecting

article. What a great place Ontario is, and we're not out of

much, but we should have known that looks are deceiving.

it yet.

Little did we know that Trafalgar was the leading supplier
of mead to the medieval groups in the area (really how
could we?) We were privy, yet again, this time to a mead
that was not finished, and had a bit too much alcohol
content. Well let me tell you that the stiffness of the mead
has prevented me from trying another anywhere else in the
country.
Funnily enough, while I was getting turned off of
meads, Jason had his own showdown with a brew. We
were introduced to the tap room and to the bartender

Jamie BurJa

otherW· terWas
The taste of this drink is quite good. Deep, rich and
spicy. It's no wonder why this drink was handed out to
those who went out caroling.
•

2 pints and 1/4 cup brown ale (winter ale and
scottish ale will also suffice)

•

3-4 cinnamon sticks

•
•

4 cloves
Zest from 1/2 lemon

•
•

4 apples
1 1/2 cups brown sugar

would have been more aware what the heck wassail

•
•

1 cup port
1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon

actually was.

•

1/4 teaspoon ground all spice

•

1/4 teaspoon ground cardomon

•

1/2 teaspoon ground ginger

Being an American, I was aware of wassail, but had
never tasted the brew. Had I been British, I probably

For the record, wassail is a greeting that rich folks
gave other rich folks around the holidays.It comes

Preheat your oven to 350 degrees F.

from the Anglo-Saxon phrase waes hael, a term often
used as a toast meaning, be hale or good health.

In a large sauce pan, pour in 2 pints of ale. Add the
cinnamon sticks, lemon zest and cloves and bring to a

People would walk around their community,

simmer over low heat.

knocking on other people's doors, and sing "Waes
Hael!" The people answering the door, felt a tad

Take an apple, and score it with a knife around the

lonely, and a little concerned at the mental health of

circumfrance of the apple. Place in a baking dish. Repeat

these door to door hailers. So they offered them

this step for all of the apples. Cover with one cup of

heated alcohol.

brown sugar, 1/4 cup of ale, and all of the port. Cover
baking dish and place in oven, cooking for 30 minutes.

The drink could really consist of nearly anything, as
long as it had ale or sherry as a base, apples or cider

While apples are baking, place remaining sugar and

and mulled spices. Some people recommend mixing

spices into the sauce pan, ensuring it's well mixed.

the wassail with eggs, but these folks should be
patted on the head, sent to the store to pick up some
fresh eggs, and then mocked while absent.
Incidentally, after you pour yourself a mug, remove
the wassail from heat, or else you'll end up forgetting
about it and then having a nice sauce pan full of

When apples are done baking, place entire contents of
baking dish into sauce pan. Allow to cook over a low
heat for anothe 30-40 minutes.
Serve hot, one-two ladles into your favorite mug.

Serves 6-8

wassail syrup.

by Kate Hopkins
Not that I'm speaking from first hand experience
*cough, cough*.

reprinted from http://www.accidentalhedonist.com

I was recently skimming through Facebook and

ranging from 1.0% ABV for the "John Hop" and

noticed that Don Tse had added some photographs of

"BiIIBrewer" to 9.0% ABV for the "Imperial Russian

bottled beers he had just tasted. I find it intriguing, in

Stout 2000"; the low alcohol beers being marketed

some ways informative, and in other ways rather envy

toward those who are driving. It also brews 6 traditional

inducing, that Don shares with us his latest beer

cask conditioned beers each year (2 of which are

activities. However, I was rather taken aback when I

available only in the winter or summer) and 9 seasonal

spotted a bottle of Harveys 1859 Porter in the middle

casks that are normally only available for a month at a

of one of those photographs; it was flanked by some

time. My favourite of these cask beers is the "Sussex

other fine beers from different parts of the world.

Best Bitter" @ 4.0% ABV. It is a staple sessional beer,

Apparently, Don's brother-in-law had found this Porter

beautifully balancing the taste of the hops and malt, that

somewhere in Ontario and passed it over to Don. But, I

is always available at its tied pubs. Add to this mix a

was gobsmacked to realise that Harveys has at last

batch of celebration beers, and awards that date back to

broken into the North American market.

1952, and you can imagine the intensity of this operation.
You might also get the sense that I rather like this

Harvey and Sons is a family owned and operated

brewery; you'd be right. I hold it in very great esteem.

brewery in the county town of Lewes, East Sussex,
within 8 miles of where I was nurtured into enjoying real

It hasn't been a micro brewery for many years but it does

beer, Brighton. It began brewing in 1790 and has

brew real ale, and only real ale.

brewed uninterupted ever since. It is situated
immediately alongside the River Ouse and had its

Now, back to the point that Harveys has at last broken

trading route along that river, raw material in and

into the North American market, and to the point of

finished product out, until rail and road transportation

tasting some of its masterful brews. Not long after I

were developed. It suffered a major flood in 2000

emigrated to Canada early in 1977, I made enquiries into

which led to the building of a significant brick wall to

importing some Harveys beers. I met road block after

ensure that a flood didn't happen again.

road block and eventually had to settle for what was only
available locally, and that was not a particularly pleasant

Today it brews in excess 34,000 barrels a year and has

choice. While there has been a gradual, and very

48 "tied" pubs cross Sussex and Kent. It also supplies

welcome growth in real breweries, brewers and beers in

a large number of Free Houses that can be found as far

the past 30 years, I still hanker after some Harveys. So,

afield as London and Berkshire. One of the more

if anyone reading this gets their hands on a bottle or

interesting pubs where Harveys beers are served is at

more of Harveys beers, please, please get me one.

Horsted Keynes Station on the Bluebell Railway Line.

Don't keep

Horsted Keynes is a nearby village that boasts 2%

the tasting only to yourselves, as Mr. Tse

pubs; the station pub is the half; it is a fraction the size

prefers to do; share the pleasantries folks.

of the Wildrose Taproom so that fewer than 10 people
can fill it.

Roger Marler
Harveys lover and purveyor of envy.

19 bottled beers are available throughout the year
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The CowTown Yeast WRanglers are proud to announce the
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·.--...jn Calgary from Feb. 18 - 21, 2009
This competition is open to all individuals and clubs
Entries in all BJCP categories ofbeer, mead and cider will be accepted
BJCP Recognized Judges are needed,
please contact Dave Neilly at 403-827-9698 ifyou are interested
A Gala & Awards Dinner will be held at the Wild Rose Taproom
on Saturday, February 21st. ~ $25 per person
Deadline for entries is February 13th, 2009.
Rules and entry guidelines next page

www.yeastwranglers.ca

The CowTown Yeast WRanglers will host its first annual homebrewing competition, the CowTown Homebrew Roundup, from 18 - 21
February 2009 at the Wild Rose Brewery in Calgary, Alberta. The purpose of our event is to promote homebrewing and beer appreciation in
a fun, friendly, and competitive manner. We invite all homebrewers to submit their homebrewed beer, mead, and cider for judging under the
2008 BJCP style guidelines.

Competition Rules:
1.

You are required to register your entries using the forms available on the CowTown Yeast WRanglers website at
www.yeastwranglers.ca/roundup. Questions regarding registration can be sent by email toroundup@yeastwranglers.ca.

2.

You may only submit one entry per subcategory. For categories that have no subcategories (Categories 20 and 23), you may
only submit one entry.

3.

All entries will be judged under the style category and sub-category you specify on your registration forms. Judges are not
responsible for classifying or re-classifying entries. Complete style descriptions can be found at www.bjcp.org.

4.

An average score of at least 30 must be obtained to qualify for a gold medal in any category.

5.

Your homebrew caunot have been brewed on equipment used to brew beverages for any commercial purpose, including
equipment at brew-an-premises establishments. Homebrewed beer made from commercially produced extract or beer kits are
legible.

6.

Entries will be judged between 18 and 21 February 2009. Results of the competition will be aunounced at the awards banquet and
diuner on the evening of 21 February 2009 at the Wild Rose Brewery. Results will also be made available on our website after the event.

7.

The "Yeast Wrangler of the Year" award will be presented to the brewer earning the most points in the competition. The point
structure will be as follows: each gold medal
Best of Show 1st ruuner-up

8.

=

=

3 points, silver = 2 points, bronze = 1 point, best of show wiuner = 3 points,

2 points, best of show 2nd ruuner-up

=

1 point.

All decisions by the competition organizers are final.

Entry Guidelines:
1.

Submit two bottles of homebrewed beer, mead, or cider per entry. Bottles will not be returned.

2.

All entries must be bottled in 300 ml (10 oz) or larger glass or PET bottles of any colour. All bottles must be free of any
markings other than competition entry labels. Obscure any lettering or graphics on the cap with a permanent black marker.

3.
4.

To each bottle, attach a completed bottle entry label using a rubber band (no tape or adhesives!).
The entry fee is $5 per entry. Aunual members of the CowTown Yeast WRanglers will have the fee for their second entry waived.
Fees can be paid by cheque or money order and made payable to our competition Treasurer, Brian Read.

5.

The deadline for receiving entries and fee payment is 12:00 noon on 13 February 2009. Late entries and/or payment may result in
disqualification.

6.

Entries failing to meet the requirements listed in these Rules and Guidelines are subject to disqualification.
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Great Head: Looking for a date?
Choose your beer wisely
by Jason Foster greathead@vueweekly

It is quite possible this is a lesson in the effectiveness of

marketing. Or the marketing is simply following the
pre-existing public impression. It is hard to know.
Want to improve your dating life? Drink the right beer.
At the other end, you might want to avoid being seen
That is the message of a public opinion survey conducted
recently among Canadian singles. The beer you are seen
drinking sends a message and tells a prospective date
more about you than you might think.
While it may seem rather odd, someone actually
commissioned a survey of 500 individuals located in
Canada's largest cities (including Edmonton) asking
single men and women what beers say about the people
who drink them. The poll sponsor was a national
speed-dating company, which explains their interest in the
topic. They asked which beers are the "sexiest,"

drinking Bud Light, Coors Light or most Labatt products.
They all scored the highest on the pathetic, or loser,
scale: Bud Light, Coors Light and Labatt's basically tied
at 13, 12 and 11 per cent, respectively.
There was a local angle to the poll as well. The polling
company provided a breakdown of the Edmonton
responses. In the poll, only national brands were
explicitly offered as choices. This appeared to irk
Edmontonians, who were amazingly likely to reject the
list and demand a local brand as their favourite. Both
Alley Kat and Big Rock received a large number of

"classiest" and "most pathetic."

"write-ins," so to speak.

And the answers are illuminating and, possibly, a little

"Alley Kat is the sexiest beer in town," one respondent

surprising. Across the nation single men and women

commented. Another claimed "if they don't drink Big

consider Stella Artois to be both the sexiest and classiest
beer. In the classy category, nothing came close; Stella

Rock or Alley Kat, I know they are not original enough
for me."

scored 48 per cent of respondents, with Heineken and
Guinness a distant second and third, respectively, with 25

My guess is the real message behind this poll is that to

and 11 per cent.

distinguish yourself from the crowd, you need a beer that
stands out. Canadian or Kokanee just don't cut it. On the

The race for sexy was closer, with Stella getting 21 per
cent of the votes, Guinness 14 and (oddly in my mind)

other hand, reaching for a local microbrew sets you apart
immediately as someone knowledgeable, confident with

Corona 13.

your own choices and willing to chart your own course.

In terms of Canadian content, Sleeman's fared relatively

Can beer really help you in the dating scene? Who

well, scoring middle of the pack on both sexiness and

knows. But, really, every little advantage helps. So order

classiness.

that Stella or that Alley Kat Amber and trust it certainly
is doing you no harm with the opposite (or same,

So, apparently, drinking Stella means being seen as a hot

whichever your preference) sex.

commodity in the bar scene. This fits their marketing
strategy. The labelling is rather regal and upscale, and
they consciously market to an urban, sophisticated
drinker.

Reprinted from Suds! Vue Magazine Edmonton
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as of January 23, 2009
Balance Forward:

$454.23

Nov 8/08
Clare Stanfield: Food for Nov. meeting

-$39.38 (cheque 021)

$414.85

Nov 27/08
The Vineyard: Hops bulk buy

-$150.00 (cheque 022)

$264.85

Nov 27/08
Brian Read: Beer for Nov. meeting

-$63 54 (cheque 0230

$201.31

Dec 4/08
Sale of hops to members

+157.50

$358.81

+10.00

$368.81

-8.38 (cheque 024)

$360.43

+$124.50

$484.93

- $8.74 (cheque 025)

$476.19

-$36.03 (cheque 026)

$440.16

Dec 4/08
2 Drop-in fees
Dec 4/08
Brian Read: Ziploc bags for hops
Dec 15/08
3 yearly dues + 3 BYO magazine
Dec 29/08
AHA Entry (U.S. $7)
Jan 14/09
Clare: food for Jan meeting
Jan 14/09
Darren: 25 BYO subscriptions

-$412.50 (cheque 029)

$27.66

Jan 17/09
MN Audio Services: T-shirts

-$968.31 (cheque 028)

{$940.65}

-$60.84 (cheque 030)

{$1001.49}

Jan 17/09
MN Audio Services: T-shirts
Jan 18/09
Membership dues, T-shirts, banquet tickets, BYO subscriptions
+$2140.50

$1139.01

by fezz

Hop Head Double IPA,
Tree Brewing (8% ABV)
Colour:

Deep straw, golden amber

Palate:

Big satisfying smack of bitterness, broad

middle, with submerged malts. Loaded with five different
hop varieties, this bold IPA is not for the faint of heart. At
8% alcohol, this baby has all the hops and malt balance
to stand side by side with many of the India Pale Ales
from south of the border. Although many American
cousins exceed the IBU and ABV, Tree Brewing has
nailed it with the Hophead Double IPA.
Finish:

Long & lingering hoppiness.

Christmas Beer - The Cheeriest, Tastiest
and Most Unusual Holiday Brews

by Don

Russell

Innis & Gunn Rum Cask Oak Aged Beer Innis
& Gunn, Scotland (7.4% ABV)

Universe Publishing 2008
From AASS JULEOL to ZINNEBIRX-MAS, you'll

Colour:

Deep red, copper brown

Palate:

Surprisingly light in texture, soft fruits and

find this a most compelling listing and an around

malt fill the palate, balanced by a lively spiciness, a

bloody important guide to some of the strongest,

mellow oak background emerges with time.

spiciest and most delirious beers made for the shortest

Finish:

days of the year.

softening leaving a pleasant lingering sweetness

Don Russell takes us on a journey with spirits of
Christmas past, present and future - giving us history

Malt to the fore with the spicy notes

Unique limited bottling of Innis & Gunn finished in

and tradition as well as modem day looks at little out

special oak barrels oak barrels (which previously

of the way breweries that step up at Christmas time

contained navy rum) imparts Navy rums sweetness &

and really produce something special.

spicy character for which they are renowned.

The large middle section is a listing of the World's
Best 50 Christmas Beers - and quite a list it is,
lovingly written with tasting notes, asides and even
providing pictures of these unique offerings. There are
the most amazing American micros side by side with
the European classics. Mter taking us on this
wonderful sleigh ride, Don then concludes with a short
-RUM CASK-

section on making, serving and enjoying Chritmas
beers, as well as recipes for Wassail and other Noel

OAK AGEO BEER
This Innis & Gunn hi-ls been matured
in barrels which previ::::LJsy cont=lIned

inspired fare from Cranberry Wit Sauce to St.

r'urn, prod.Jcmg J dclic.OIIS beer

with a lively. spicy chdl'dcter.

Martin's Goose made with Bock. So, if you didn't
find this book under your tree last month, it's worth
going out in the cold to find.
MN
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It's always difficult to recall all of the great beers one consumes
in a year. Often the experience is linked to location, food,
smells, friends ... that results in the elusive epiphany we beer
lovers all seek. .. a Holy Grail of a wonderful unknown beer. In
that light, here are my Top Ten picks from 2008, half bottled
varieties, half fresh beer on tap. Hmm, it was a good year:
Longwood Framboise - bottled and on tap, the best in the west
this year for sure - full bodied, deeply ruby, big pink head,
wonderful berry aromatics, effervescence and full points for
full fruitiness in the finish.
Phillip's Surly Blonde Big Belgian Triple- A lovely Triple
that seemed to have slipped by the critics - full bodied, lovingly
spiced, long finish, gorgeous head, strong character.
Birra Sei Lurisa from Baladin in Pozzio, Italy - near
champagne like, bottle conditioned treat that fell in our laps spicy aromatics, well balanced middle, smooth & fresh, dry
finish.
Petrus Dubbel was well stocked (our luck) at Willow Park
this past year. This became an obsession of mine - smooth, full
bodied maltiness, with an understated sweetness, calling out
"coffee! toffee! malt!". Yummy!
Lagunitas Lucky 13 Mondo Large Red Ale - Another great
beer in a long line of great beers - a full session, deep auburn
brew, well balanced hop, warming malts and a lingering finish
Mahou Negra on tap with its dry roastiness, hints of
understated hop, and a smooth coffee middle is a perfect drink
wilst whiling away some time on the cobblestone piazzas of
Madrid after a cooling summer rain.
Chimay Triple on tap at Cafeeke was an unexpected treat.
One of only 16 establishments that serve it on tap. Big malt
nose, with intial maltiness pulling the taster towrads a robust
but smooth center, toasty notes and hints of plums & caramel.
BokB Mild Stout on tap in Beijing was an amazingly made
Irish Stout, black and rich, sweet roasted malts balanced
perfectly off the hop content - thick, creamy head, full bodied
with a long, Dublin dry finish. An exceptional beer to find at a
hard to find brewpub.
Granite Extra Dry Hopped Best Bitter, Toronto
A local fave and a hard to beat pint on a summer's afternoon
patio, very Britsh in maltiness and hop accents, medium
bodied, nice long dry finish. This IS Toronto's Best Bitter.
Another please!
Wild Rose Barley Wine on tap was certainly my favourite
beer in Calgary last year. Nothing like a beautiful tulip glass of
the dark ambroisia warming on the bar - such a full bodied
beer, complex maltiness, submarine hoppiness, hidden strength
and a long legendary finish.

by fezz
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Wed"esday#
r---_--------'Febl'ual'y 4th
at S Pin.

I I _...............

Wed"esday#
Mal'eh 4th
at SPin.

Also, Long Sleeve @25 each, ~lack only -L&XL only
www.yeastwranglers.ca
Please support our Sponsors:

